We are pleased that you have chosen an FNH USA SLP Competition shotgun. The SLP Competition shares the same reliability, durability, accuracy and many of the operating features as the SLP Standard and SLP MkI. However, it also has additional special features not found on the standard shotguns such as:

- Nickel Teflon coated bolt and bolt carrier assembly
- 24” ventilated rib barrel with extended Invector Plus™ choke tube
- Anodized blue receiver with enlarged loading port
- 8+1 magazine capacity with 2 ¾” shells
- Fold down rear sight and fiber-optic front sight
- Anodized blue aluminum magazine follower and magazine tube extension

This addendum will cover the operation of those features where they differ from the standard SLP. Those common operations and features are covered in the SLP Autoloading Shotgun Owner’s Manual supplied with your SLP Competition. Please read fully this addendum as well as the complete SLP Owner’s Manual before operating or handling your SLP Competition Shotgun.

**WARNING**

Before inspecting or making any adjustments on the SLP Competition, fully read and understand completely the Owner’s Manual as well as this Addendum. Place the “safety” in the on safe position, ensure the magazine is empty, open the action and ensure the chamber is empty. Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction. Failure to follow these warnings may result in serious injury or death.
1. Contents of the Storage Case

- SLP Competition Shotgun
- Safety lock and two keys
- A single gold-rimmed piston, installed
- Extended Invector Plus™ Improved Cylinder Choke, installed
- Invector Plus™ choke wrench
- Sling Swivel Set
- Extra receiver plug screws (4)
- Owner’s Manual

2. Gas Piston

The SLP Competition ships with a single gas piston. FNH USA has recently updated the piston springs in the SLP shotguns. The result is a single piston that services all loads, 2 ¾” and 3”, 1 1/8th ounce to 1 5/8th ounce with a 24” barrel. This new universal piston is already installed in your SLP Competition Shotgun. It is identified with a gold rim on its base and is marked, “FN SLP 1 1/2oz and heavier.” Your FNH SLP Competition will function best with target loads intended for sporting and competition use such as 1 1/8th and 1 ¼ ounce loads.

Note that in Section 10, page 18 of your SLP Owner’s Manual, it references two pistons, one red for light loads and one black for heavy loads. These have been replaced by the single, universal Gold Rimmed piston. In Section 2, page 3, it also references two pistons. Two pistons are no longer needed and therefore not included.

3. Sight Adjustments

The SLP Competition is equipped with a low-profile, blade-type fold down rear sight that is adjustable for elevation and a fiber optic front sight that is adjustable for windage. If you find it necessary to adjust the point of impact, please follow the below instructions instead of those in the SLP Autoloading Shotgun Owner’s Manual as those instructions refer to the SLP standard and Mk I sights:

**WARNING**

Before performing any sight adjustment procedures to your shotgun, place the “safety” in the on safe position. Unload the magazine, open the action and make certain your shotgun is completely unloaded. Keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction. Failure to follow these warnings could result in serious injury or death.
SLP Competition Rear Sight

The rear sight is adjusted for elevation using the two small screws on the rear of the sight. Loosen them slightly and move the sight blade up or down to adjust the point of impact (Figure 2). Move the blade up to move the point of impact up. Move the blade down to lower the point of impact. Snug the screws after making adjustments.

Note: The rear sight of the SLP Competition is silver soldered in place. DO NOT attempt to adjust the rear sight for windage by drifting the sight in its dovetail. Damage to the sight and barrel may result.

SLP Competition Front Sight

Windage adjustment is accomplished by drifting the front sight in its dovetail. Carefully tap the sight with a hammer using a non-marring drift punch against the sight base (Figure 3). Drift the sight to the left to move point of impact to the right. Drift the sight to the right to move the point of impact to the left.

Note: Be careful to fully support the barrel at the muzzle when drifting the front sight. Avoid impacting the fiber-optic tube when drifting it. Damage to the sight and barrel may result.
4. Technical Specifications

Gauge: 12 ga, 2 ¾” and 3” chamber
Type of fire: Gas operated, semi-automatic
Trigger Pull: 6.2-7.3 lbs
Weight (empty): 7.5 lbs.
Length: 45.625” with extended choke
Height: 7.9”
Width: 2.4”
Barrel Length: 24”
Magazine Capacity: 8 with 2 ¾” shells, 7 with 3” shells
Sight Radius: 20.5”

All specifications subject to change without notice.

If you have any questions about your SLP Competition or these instructions, please feel free to contact us at 1.855.536.4872 or by email at: customerservice@fnhusa.com